
Leap*
Minutes of the meeting of the Board held on the 27th May 2020
Online Meeting (C19)

Attendance: Leap Board: Simon DeMaid, Thomas Godfrey, Colin Howe
Sue Imbriano (Chair), Lee Mason, Dr. Martin McElhatton OBE, Sophie Payne

(Buckinghamshire Council), Linda Plowright (Senior Independent Director),

Amanda Wright.

Leap Executive: Shay Fenlon (item 9), Chris Gregory, Andrea Healy

Mark Ormerod (Minutes) and Mark Stokes

Apologies: Will Rysdale, Yvette Thomas

Item Action

1. Welcome & Introductions

1. Sl welcomed everyone to the meeting, and introductions were made for Sophie Payne
joining as the host body board member.

2. Apologies were received from Will Rysdale and Yvette Thomas

2. Dedarations of Interest

1. No declarations were made.

3. Chair's Activities

1. SI highlighted her regular contact with MO, more regularly by telephone during the Covid-
19 crisis, with various press releases around events, and also involvement in the
appointment of Board external evaluators.

4. Balanced Scorecard

1. KPI 15, Sl questioned whether 'effectiveness of training' is the correct descriptor within the

scorecard. Following a discussion, the Board AGREED the descriptor would remain, along

with the introduction of i) agreeing learning outcomes in advance, and ii) reviewing
individually at 3 and 6 months post-training. AH would introduce this change.

5. Finance Reporting

1. AH introduced the finance report which reflected the 2019-20 Q4 financial position.

Finances are robust at the year end, but with future uncertainties, Leap will continue to

operate with a degree of caution.
2. Extended primary role funding from Sport England until March 2022 (one year extension)

has been welcomed, and is reducing risk to Leap's operating model. This alongside secure
hosting from Buckinghamshire Council, and flexibility from Sport England regarding existing

CYP funding, and the devolved 'tackling inequalities' funding awarded in the past month, is

providing the organisation with comparatively surety.
3. AH explained that amber RAG for 'Sport England reliance' would no longer hit the target of

65%, due to the additional funds from Sport England mentioned above and would conclude
year-end at 73%.
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6. Risk Management

1. MO introduced the register of risks and risk management plan, and SI reiterated that it was

the Board's responsibility to own the risks as well as the Leap Executive.
2. MO highlighted three main risks, and set out the difference between corporate risks, and

the much broader set of risks to the wider physical activity and sport sector which had

been severely affected by Covid-19 pandemic. MO explained that traditional
organised/team sport had been catastrophically affected, whereas informal physical

activity had seen a reverse trend.
3. Risk 2 - MO explained that Leap had been proactive in terms of messaging around safe

ways to remain, and encourage physically active, and following a county podcast had seen
the highest hit-rate ever on the Leap website accessing our guidance about safe physical
activity practices (21k page impressions); a message we have continuously promoted.

4. Risk 9 — regarding the necessary closure of schools, had directly affected a number of Leap

projects and delivery programmes.
5. Risk 15 — All major events had been postponed (or cancelled in the case of the annual

School Games). Alternatives had been developed virtually and this was discussed by the

Board as a likely scenario for the 2020 Sports Awards, with a virtual alternative as a likely

scenario, which the Board agreed would be the most pragmatic approach.
6. LP asked whether sports clubs were also diversifying their offer. Some were understood to

be doing this, along with their National Governing Bodies, and sports stars taking to social
media.

7. MMc raised the question about facilities and the risk of some not reopening. MO explained

that public sector facility contracts have been maintained under The Cabinet Office C-19

Guidance to Public Bodies. Also, that Sport England had recently offered Local Authorities
funding for consultancy advice on reopening sports facilities safely. In terms of the public
resuming their use of facilities, MO believed that Leap will have a role in encouraging the
public to do this safely as and when the Government takes this decision.

8. SP added the new opportunities around the Government announcement on E2bn
investment into more active travel (walking and cycling) to relieve the pressure on public
transport. CG added that he was already in contact with Local Authority Sustainable

Transport Teams regarding the investment.

9. LP suggested as a result to the public 'lock-down' that Leap should look for opportunities to
capture the mood and build in the upsurge in physical activity, something MO AGREED to

cover, at this meeting, and in more depth at the next meeting (Board Planning Day).

External Evaluation of the Board

1. Sl thanked LP for her input leading the appointment of the external evaluators.

2. LP advised the Board that following their remote ratification that Sellinger Consultants had

been appointed to lead the evaluation.
3. At LPs invitation MO updated the Board members on the relative merits of the Sellinger

approach and informed board members that he and Sl would be progressing the process
with the consultants in August, for the formal review to happen prior to, and during the
Board Planning Day (9th September).

8. Covid-19 Update

1. MO provided a 'state of the nation' presentation on how sport and physical activity has
been affected as a result of C19, flagging the key issues, recent stats and opportunities,
before inviting board members to comment.

2. Sl added a number of serious issues for consideration, including the summer holiday offer,
for key-worker children, and other parents returning to work, the incredibly diverse needs
of children with special educational requirements, who will be away from school longer.
MMc suggested developing and promoting technological solutions for children with
additional challenges, which MS explained was already happening.

MO

SI/MO
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3. Amongst the challenges, the COM-RES statistics were showing significant changes in
people's participation behaviours. As captured in the risk management plan, traditional
sports clubs appeared to be amongst those most badly affected; whereas home-based
activity, family activity and the use of outdoor space for activity were measured as the
highest ever recorded. Evident within the statistics were clear examples of stubborn
inequalities which MO felt the newly devolved Sport England funding is seeking Leap to
address.

4. MS explained that Sport England has sanctioned greater flexibility around Leap's CYP
funding and programme delivery. This allows Leap more scope to deliver against local
needs through a whole system approach supporting young people through a tailored-fit
and through enhancing our influence to other local CYP strategies.

9. Bringing our work to life — how Leap is supporting the workforce through the C19 crisis

I. Sl welcome Leap's workforce lead, Shay Fenton.
2. SF refreshed the Board on the core principles of Leap's approach to supporting the

workforce (volunteers and paid professionals). The 'Golden Triangle', minimum standards,
technical/tactical skills and soft skills. The fundamental importance of having the right
workforce to address the strategic objectives of the Government's and Leaps strategies.

3. SF explained how Leap had adapted its offer during the C-19 crisis, how over half of
coaches were looking for coaching from home and improving their CPD; and also what
Leap had coordinated in response, the feedback we had received and the innovation the

crisis had created.
4. LP suggested that some of the 'best moments' being captured from our workforce on social

medial could be developed into a special category for the virtual Annual Awards. SF/CG
AGREED to investigate this.

5. Board members thanked SF for his enlightening update.

10. Safeguarding

1. MS led board members through a safeguarding scenario with a focus on grooming a
vulnerable young person.

2. SI offered additional training for all board members which MS AGREED to explore and

coordinate.
3. MS updated board members on new responsibilities on adult safeguarding and AGREED to

recirculate Leap's safeguarding policy to all board members.

11. Minutes from the last meeting

1, The minutes of the meeting were agreed as correct and would be signed by the Chair.

12 Matters Arising from the meeting 25th February 2020

1. No issues were flagged from matters arising.

13. Any other business

No other business was recorded.

14. Date of Next Meeting: 09 September 2020 (14 : 30 —21:30), Board Away Day, venue TBC

SF/CG

MS
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Dates of future board meetings

2020 2021
27 January
26 May

09 September

The meeting closed at 12:32

Papers

Item 4 — Performance Management
Balanced Scorecard

Item 5 - Finance Report
Budget Report (period to 31 March 2020)

Item 6 — Risk Management
Risk management Plan

Item 8 — Covid-19 Update
Presentation

Item 9 — Workforce Update
Presentation

Item 10 — Safeguarding Scenario
Presentation

Item 12 — Minutes — for agreement and signing

Item 13 — Matters arising paper
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